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Introduction
In the recent preprint [hpp] , Hrushovski, Pillay and Peterzil prove Pillay's conjecture on definably compact groups definable in an o-minimal structure expanding a field (see [p2] ). We would like to extend this result to arbitrary o-minimal structures, or at least to minimise the assumptions. One of the main gaps in the proof of this conjecture in the general o-minimal case is a replacement for the o-minimal singular cohomology, developed by Woerheide and the 1st author in [mw] , which is used to calculate the structure of the torsion subgroups of a definable group in the structure theorem in [eo] .
Having proved the existence of sheaf cohomology in [osf] for arbitrary o-minimal structures we would like to be able to use this theory in place of the singular cohomology mentioned above. We note here that in order to prove the homotopy axiom in [osf] we needed to assume the existence of definable Skolem functions, definable normality, and that the projection map was closed.
The Hurewicz theorem from [eo] connects the o-minimal singular cohomology groups and the o-minimal fundamental group of a definable set, and is essential in the proof of the structure theorem on torsion subgroups mentioned above. It allows us to bound the rank of the o-minimal fundamental group from above, and thus to bound the rank of the torsion subgroup also, by the first part of the structure theorem in [eo] . But it seems difficult to prove a Hurewicz theorem for sheaf cohomology directly.
A replacement Hurewicz theorem was proved in [ejp] , but for theČech cohomology groups defined there. We already know that theČech cohomology groups will coincide with the sheaf cohomology groups by Proposition 4.1 of [osf] , assuming that the set X is definably normal, a fairly week condition which is certainly satisfied if X is a group. In general, as we will see, the o-minimal sheaf cohomology and o-minimalČech cohomology groups will coincide in degrees 0 and 1, and this will be enough for our purposes.
Here we we prove that the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms hold for thisČech cohomology, in the case that the coefficient sheaf is constant. To prove homotopy we follow the proof of Eilenberg-Steenrod in [es] , though there are some extra complications due to having to keep the covers admissible. The proofs of the other axioms more closely follow their classical proofs.
We fix an arbitrary o-minimal structure N = (N, <, . . .) and work in the category, DTOP, of definable sets, X, in N with the o-minimal site on X, with morphisms being definable maps which are continuous with respect to this site. The o-minimal site DTOP X on X is the site whose underlying category is the set of all open definable subsets of X (open in the strong, ominimal topology) with morphisms the inclusions and admissible coverings being those open definable coverings which have finite subcoverings. Note that this means we may assume that all of our coverings are finite. We also use the category DTOPP of pairs (X, A) from DTOP such that A ⊆ X, and
2 o-minimalČech cohomology 2.1Čech cohomology with coefficients in sheaves
We define the o-minimalČech cohomology groups and theory of an arbitrary definable set X in N with respect to DTOP X with coefficients in an arbitrary presheaf, A, on the open sets of X. We then show how this relates to the sheaf theory developed in [ejp] . For the rest of the paper we will mainly be interested in the case where A is the constant sheaf, i.e. where there is a fixed group Z such that Γ(U ; A) = Z for every definable open set U ⊆ X.
Let U = {U α } α∈I be any admissible open covering of X with index set I and for α = α 0 , . . . , α n−1 ∈ I n let U α := U α 0 ∩ . . . ∩ U α n−1 , and E n = {α ∈ I n |U α = ∅}. Then letČ n (U; A) be the group of all functions, c
(the identity of this groups being the function mapping all (n + 1)-tuples α to the identity of α∈E n+1 Γ(U α ; A)). C n (U; A) is called the n'thČech group of U with coefficients in A, and its elements are called the n-cochains of U,. TheČech groups form a (co)chain complex:
where, for c ∈Č n−1 (U; A) (acting on n-tuples), we let
(where the hat means that this element of the (n + 1)-tuple is omitted). We have, due to the reversing effect of the power of −1, that δ n+1 •δ n = 0, so that Im (δ n ) ⊆ Ker (δ n+1 ). Thus we can form the o-minimalČech cohomology groups with respect to this cover:
The equivalence classes of elements of Ker δ n which determine these groups are called cocycles.
As any two admissible covers U and V have a common admissible refinement, the collection of all admissible covers of X form a direct system with respect to refinement (where U < V if V is a refinement of U). The maps induced by the inclusions on the n'thČech groups with respect to these different admissible covers then turns them, and thus the n'th o-minimaľ Cech cohomology groups into a directed system (with respect to the different admissible covers). We can thus form the direct limit of these groups, to formȞ n (X,
the n'th o-minimal cohomology group of X with coefficients in A.
To get the full o-minimalČech cohomology theory, as a functor from DTOP to AG, the category of abelian groups, we need, given a morphism
This can easily be done in a similar way to above.
First, for a given admissible cover U = {U α } α∈I of Y , we define the map
and so this definition makes sense. This f n U commutes with the boundary map on theČech groups, δ, and so sends kernels and images to the correct places and so can be combined with the quotient map to give a map
We can then take the direct limit over the admissible covers, as before, to give the required homomorphismf n :Ȟ n (Y ; f * A) −→Ȟ n (X; A).
We now explain the relationship between this cohomology theory and that developed in [ejp] . For simplicity we restrict to absolute cohomology (i.e. work in DTOP) but the same arguments work in DTOPP. Let U = {U i } i∈I be an admissible cover of X such that for every finite J ⊆ I we have that i∈J U i is acyclic i.e for n ≥ 1 we have that H n ( i∈J U i ; A) = 0 (the cohomology here is that from [ejp] ). Then, by going to the spectral space X of X (see [ejp] or Definition 3.1 below) and following the classical proofs (see [b] III.4 for example) we get that H n (X; A) =Ȟ n (U, A) for all n ≥ 0. If this type of cover (those whose intersections are always acyclic) is cofinal in the set of all admissible covers of X then we can use them to calculate theČech cohomology group of X with coefficients in A, and this then gives that H n (X; A) =Ȟ n (X, A) for all n ≥ 0.
2.2Čech cohomology with constant coefficients
Here we give a combinatorial characerisation of o-minimalČech cohomology with coefficients in the constant sheaf i.e. where there is a fixed group Z such that A(U ) = Z for all U ∈ DTOP X . We denote this sheaf by Z. This is th o-minimal analogue of theČech cohomology theory in [es] . In order to prove the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms in the next section we go via the chain complexes which define theČech homology theory in [es] , then dualise to get the cochain complexes which give the cohomology theory. This is the reason that we cannot prove these results for o-minimalČech cohomology with coefficients in an arbitrary sheaf, since the chain complexes of theČech homology theory are only defined for constant sheaves.
We first show that our definition of theČech cohomology is, in the case of the constant sheaf the same as that given in [es] , translated into the o-minimal setting.
In fact we show that, given an admissible covering U, the cochain complex {Č * (U; Z), δ} is naturally chain equivalent to the cochain complex {C * (X U , Z), ∂}, where X U is the nerve of U. This clearly gives the required result. The nerve X U is the abstract simplicial complex consisting of all simplices whose vertices are a subset J of the index set I of U = {U i } i∈I and are such that j∈J U j = ∅. In the theory developed in [es] the cochain complex {C * (X U , Z), ∂} is defined to be the dual of the chain complex C * (X U ) which is defined as usual for an abstract simplicial complex, so that , C n (X U , Z) =Hom(C n (X U ), Z). First note that, letting E n = {α ∈ I n |U α = ∅} and G(E n ) be the free abelian group generated by E n , each element c ∈Č n (U; Z) is a map from E n+1 to Z and so determines a homomorphism, which we also call c, from G(E n+1 ) to Z. In fact it is clear that we can identifyČ n (U; Z) and
by specifying its values on the base. For α = α 0 , . . . , α n ∈ E n+1 let f (α) be the elementary n-chain α 0 , . . . , α n . This is in C n (X U ) since all its vertice span the n-simplex s with vertices α 0 , . . . , α n , which is in X U since n j=0 U α j = ∅ by the definition of E n . f is clearly actually an isomorphism, and so induces a natural chain equivalence between Hom(G(E n+1 ), Z) and Hom(C n (X U ), Z), which, by the last paragraph, gives the natural chain equivalence betweeň C * (U; Z) andČ * (X U ; Z). Thus the two cohomologies define identical functors, and we are done.
Remark 2.1 Note that if X is defined in an o-minimal expansion of a field and (φ, K) is a definable triangulation of X then letting U K be the (admissible) cover of X given by the open stars of all the simplices of (φ, K) then we clearly have the identity K ∼ = X U K of abstract simplicial complexes. Also note that, by the comments in the introduction to Chapter VI of [es] (and part 6 of that chapter) we can use the ordered chain complex as defined above and get that the resulting cohomology groups and functors are the same as those we would obtain using the alternating chain complex defined there.
Definition 2.2 For (X, A) ∈ ObjDTOPP let T (X, A) be the set of all pairs of simplicial complexes of the form (X U , A U A ), where U is an admissible cover of X and U A is some subcollection from U which covers A (see [es] Chapter IX for details). Thus we have that X U is the nerve of U and A U A is the nerve of U A .
We can partialy order the elements of
becomes a directed set and, in fact, a directed system, with respect to the inclusion maps from a simplicial complex X U to X V where V refines U.
For each (K, K ) ∈ T (X, A) we can form the relative simplicial cohomology groups H * (K, K ; Z) with coefficients in the constant sheaf Z. Thus we can define the relative o-minimalČech cohomology of (X, A) with coefficients in Z by:
Remark 2.3 We could define relative o-minimalČech cohomology with coefficients in an arbirary sheaf A following the methods of Section 2.1, from the chain complex of quotients of the groupČ n (U; A) by its normal subgroup C n (U A ; A). This leads to the same object, following the arguments in the paragraphs at the start of this section, but this requires some justification and is not needed here, so we omit it.
The Eilenberg-Steenrod Axioms
We need some preparatory definitions and lemmas before we prove the axioms.
Definition 3.1 For X ⊆ N m in ObjDTOP let X be the o-minimal spectrum of X, that is the set of complete m-types of the first-order theory Th N (N ) which imply a formula defining X, equipped with the topology generated by the basic open sets of the form U = {α ∈ X : U ∈ α} where U is a definable, relatively open subset of X. We call this topology on X the spectral topology. See [ejp] or [p1] for basic facts about X but recall especially that X is T 0 and quasi-compact. For α a complete n-type over N we let N (α) be the prime model of the first-order theory of N over N ∪ {e}, where e is an element realising α.
For X ⊆ N m in ObjDTOP let X(N (α)) be the realisation of the definition of X in N (α) m .
If S ⊆ X × Y where X, Y ∈ObjDTOP, and α ∈ X then let
From now on we assume that the structure N has definable Skolem functions. This is certainly the case if it expands an ordered group. The statement and proof of the following lemma corrects that of 11.5.7 in [BCR] . and, for each i = 1, . . . q, continuous definable functions a = ϕ i,0 < . . . < ϕ i,r i = b mapping U i to N such that for each pair i, k with 1 ≤ i ≤ q and 1 ≤ k < r i there is some j such that b] (N (α) ) are open and overlap we can find a sequence a = b α
By the assumption on definable Skolem functions, the definition of N (α) and Proposition 2.1 in [p1] we have that there is a definable open set U α ⊆ X with α ∈ U α and continuous definable functions ϕ α 1 , . . . , ϕ α rα−1 : U α −→ N (α) such that for each i, ϕ α i (α) = b α i . Taking ϕ α 0 = a and ϕ α rα = b, and shrinking U α if necessary we get that a = ϕ α 0 < ϕ α 1 . . . < ϕ α rα = b, by continuity. Again by continuity, and shrinking the U α more if necessary, we get that for each 1 ≤ k ≤ r α there is some j such that [b α k−1 , b α k+1 ] Uα ⊆ (V j ), since this holds at α. Now, since α ∈ X was arbitrary the U α 's cover X. But X is quasicompact, so finitely many of them, U α 1 , . . . , U αq cover X. Then taking U i = U α i and ϕ α i j = ϕ i,j we get an admissible cover, {U i } q i=1 , of X and, for each i, continuous definable functions a = ϕ i,0 < . . . < ϕ i,r i = b from U i to N as required.
Definition 3.3 Given an admissible cover
We also call U the base of U. Note that a towered cover is, by definition, admissible.
Corollary 3.4 The towered covers are cofinal in the collection of all finite definable coverings, ordered by refinement. Definition 3.5 Given a towered cover U as above we say that it is a nice towered cover if for any F ⊆ W such that i,k ∈F U i,k = ∅ we have i,k ∈F U i,k ∈ U (i.e. any intersection of sets in the cover is in cover.)
Lemma 3.6 The nice towered covers are cofinal in the collection of all admissible covers, ordered by refinement.
Proof By Corollary 3.4 we only need show that any towered cover has a nice refinement. So take a cover as in Definition 3.3. Let ϕ F high be the definable continuous function from U F to the upper boundary of i,k ∈F U i,k (this exists as it is a patching together of the ϕ i,k 's for i, k ∈ F ). Similarly let ϕ F low be the definable continuous function from U F to the lower boundary of i,k ∈F U i,k . Now choose any i 0 in {i|∃k i, k ∈ F } and note that for some
Thus we can define a tower above U F to be given by the sets (
be the cover of X obtained by taking all the sets U F as above. Note that this refines the cover U since we include the case where F is a singleton, which gives the sets in the original cover. Then define the nice towered cover U which refines U by adding to it the towers above all the U F 's with |F | > 1, as described above. Proof This is 5.2 of Chapter IX of [es] , but the proof clearly also hold for our definition ofČech cohomology.
Lemma 3.8 If X U is a simplex and U is a nice towered cover over U, then
Proof Note that since X U is a simplex the elements of U all intersect. Take any x ∈ U ∈U U . Suppose U = {U i } i∈W and note that U x = {I x ∩U i |i ∈ W } is an admissible connected cover of I x = {x} × [a, b] , also indexed by W . By the definition of nice towered covers we then get, for any i, j ∈ W , that
But by the definition of nerves in [es] this means that we have the following identity
Then just note that I x = {x} × [a, b] is definably homeomorphic to [a, b] , so that (I x ) V is acyclic for any connected cover V.
The following is a translation of a result in [es] .
Lemma 3.9 Given any (X, A) ∈ ObjDTOPP and definable open V ⊆ X such that V ⊆Å there is a set D of admissible covers of (X, A) with the following properties.
• For any (U, U A ) ∈ D, if U is the subcollection from U of sets which intersect V , writing
• D is confinal in the set of all admissible covers of (X, A) (ordered by refinement).
•
Proof Let D be the collection of all admissible covers of (X, A) such that if such a cover, (U, U A ), is indexed by (I, I A ) then (U, U A ) ∈ D if and only if for any U i ∈ U we have that U i ∩ V = ∅ implies that i ∈ I A and U i ⊆ A. Then property 1 is immediate. To get property 2 let (U, U A ) be any covering of (X, A) with index set (I, I A ) say. Let I be disjoint from I and in bijective correspondence with I A . Now consider the cover (V, V A ) of (X, A) indexed by (I ∪ I , I A ∪ I ) and given by V i = U i \ V for i ∈ I and V i = U i ∩Å for i ∈ I . This is clearly in D and refines (U, U A ).
For property 3 let (U, U ) be any covering of (X \ V, A \ V ) with index set (I, I ). Then, if (V, V A ) is given by the set of all V i = U i ∪ V , and the same double index set, then it is a cover of (X, A). By property 2 we can take a cover (W,
Definition 3.10 Say that a cover of (X, A) which is in D as in the lemma above fits V .
For
we say that a map f : K −→ L is compatible if, for each simplex s ∈ K there is a simplex t ∈ L such that f (s) ⊆ t, and similarly for K and L .
For a closed simplicial complex K, let A(K) be the category whose objects are closed simplicial subcomplexes of K and whose morphisms are the inclusion maps.
For each compatible f : K −→ L, we define the functor A(f ) : (1) If F is free with basis in M and if E is acyclic on M, then there exists an (augmented) natural chain map τ : F −→ E and any two are naturally chain homotopic.
(2) If both E and F are free with basis in M and acyclic on M, then every augmented natural chain map τ : F −→ E is a natural chain equivalence.
Proof This follows from [d] Proposition 11.7 which is the acyclic models theorem in Comp. Indeed, we get (1) by observing that the identity F −1 C −→ E −1 C is the same as H 0 (F C) −→ H 0 (EC) for every C ∈ ObjC (this H being the standard 0'th homology group of the chain complex). On the other hand, (2) follows from (1) by considering also a natural chain map ρ : E −→ F and the compositions τ • ρ : E −→ E and ρ • τ : F −→ F . 
Excision Axiom. For every closed definable subset A ⊆ X and definable open subset U ⊆ X such that U ⊆Å, the inclusion (X −U, A−U ) −→ (X, A) induces isomorphismš
for all n ∈ N. Homotopy Axiom Given (X, A), (Y, B) ∈ DTOPP and maps f, g : (X, A) → (Y, B) which are definably homotopic we have that the induced maps on the cohomology groupsf * andǧ * are equal.
Dimension Axiom. If X is a one point set, thenȞ n (X; Z) = 0 for all n > 0 andȞ 0 (X; Z) = Z.
Proof By the combinatorial characterisation of o-minimalČech cohomology with constant coefficiants it is enough to show that the theorem holds in the category of simplicial complexes and simplicial maps associated to DTOPP and then to go to the limit.
is a morphism of simplicial complexes, then we have the following commutative diagram of chain maps
where the vertical chain maps are those induced by f . By basic homological algebra, we have connecting homomorphisms d
which are natural with respect to compatible morphisms. These determine the connecting homomorphisms d n K,K : H n (K, K ) −→ H n+1 (K , ∅) in cohomology, simply by dualising, and so determine natural transformations d n :Ȟ n −→Ȟ n+1 • G satisfying the exactness axiom.
Excision axiom. Let (X, A) ∈ ObjDTOPP and let U ∈ ObjDTOP be an open subset of X such that U ⊆Å. By Lemma 3.9 if we take an admissible cover (U, U A ) of (X, A), which fits U and get the result for thě Cech homology relative to this cover, then we are done, as these covers are cofinal in the appropriate sense.
Let K = X U , and K and K be the simplicial subcomplexes of
Let G n be the free abelian group generated by those basis elements
and hence, by dualising, isomorphisms in cohomology as required.
Dimension axiom. Simply note that if K is a simplicial complex consisting of a single 0-simplex, then H n (K) = 0 for all for all n = 0 and H 0 (K) Z. This then passes to cohomology, and hence to theČech cohomology of a space for which the collection of covers with one element is cofinal.
Homotopy axiom. It is enough, using standard arguments, to show that given [a, b] . But this means that we are within the realms of simplicial cohomology and so can follow the proof from there.
So suppose that U is a cover of X × [a, b] towering over the admissible cover U of X, and consider the abstract simplicial complexes M = (X × [a, b]) b U and K = X U . Then, we have a canonical simplicial map π : M −→ K, and it is clear that this map and the maps g i (i = a, b) are compatible with these complexes (see Definition 3.10). Since the maps g i are compatible, they induce augmented natural chain maps τ i : C K * • A(g i ) −→ C M * , which induce chain maps (g i ) : C * (K) −→ C * (M ) for i = a, b. By dualising we then get chain maps on the cochain complexes also, denoted (g i ) for i = a, b. Since, by definitionȞ * b U (g i ) = H * ((g i ) ) it is enough to show that (g a ) and (g b ) are chain homotopic, since this gives a chain homotopy between (g a ) and (g b ) also.
Let B be the subcategory of A(M ) consisting of subcomplexes of M of the form A(π)(K ), where K is a subcomplex of K. It is enough to work with this subcategory to show that these maps are chain homotopic. So note that each τ i restricts to an augmented natural chain map τ x |B : C K * • A(g i ) |B −→ ( C M * ) |B . It is easy to see that C K * • A(g x ) |B is free with basis in M := {A(π)(σ) : σ ∈ K}.
But, by Lemma 3.8, ( C M * ) |B is acyclic on M. Therefore, by the method of acyclic models (Lemma 3.12) there is a natural chain homotopy τ a |B τ b |B which induces the desired chain homotopy (g a ) (g b ) .
